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Abstract The aim of this study is to use functional mag-

netic resonance imaging (fMRI) to prospectively examine

pre-treatment predictors of post-treatment fatigue and cog-

nitive dysfunction in women treated with adjuvant chemo-

therapy for breast cancer. Fatigue and cognitive dysfunction

often co-occur in women treated for breast cancer. We

hypothesized that pre-treatment factors, unrelated to che-

motherapy per se, might increase vulnerability to post-

treatment fatigue and cognitive dysfunction. Patients treated

with (n = 28) or without chemotherapy (n = 37) and heal-

thy controls (n = 32) were scanned coincident with pre- and

one-month post-chemotherapy during a verbal working

memory task (VWMT) and assessed for fatigue, worry, and

cognitive dysfunction. fMRI activity measures in the fron-

toparietal executive network were used in multiple linear

regression to predict post-treatment fatigue and cognitive

function. The chemotherapy group reported greater pre-

treatment fatigue than controls and showed compromised

neural response, characterized by higher spatial variance in

executive network activity, than the non-chemotherapy

group. Also, the chemotherapy group reported greater post-

treatment fatigue than the other groups. Linear regression

indicated that pre-treatment spatial variance in executive

network activation predicted post-treatment fatigue severity

and cognitive complaints, while treatment group, age,

hemoglobin, worry, and mean executive network activity

levels did not predict these outcomes. Pre-treatment neural

inefficiency (indexed by high spatial variance) in the exec-

utive network, which supports attention and working mem-

ory, was a better predictor of post-treatment cognitive and

fatigue complaints than exposure to chemotherapy per se.

This executive network compromise could be a pre-treat-

ment neuromarker of risk, indicating patients most likely to

benefit from early intervention for fatigue and cognitive

dysfunction.
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Abbreviations

ADHD Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder

AFI Attentional function index

ANOVA Analysis of variance

DCIS Ductal carcinoma in situ

EN Executive network

FACIT-F Functional assessment of chronic illness

therapy-fatigue

fMRI Functional magnetic resonance imaging

g/dl Grams/deciliter

Hb Hemoglobin

MMSE Mini-mental state exam

ms Milliseconds

PHQ Patient health questionnaire
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TIWI Three-item worry index

VWMT Verbal working memory task

Introduction

The term ‘‘chemobrain’’ is widely used, especially by the lay

public, to describe cognitive dysfunction following chemo-

therapy, and is frequently associated with breast cancer.

Prospective studies with neuropsychological and neuroim-

aging measures report mixed results [1–8], with about 35 % of

women treated with adjuvant chemotherapy for breast cancer

showing cognitive impairment, although the range varies

widely [1, 2]. Varying levels of impairment have been found

in concentration, working memory, processing speed, and

other higher level cognitive abilities [9, 10]. Importantly,

cognitive complaints and deficits are measurable even before

adjuvant treatment [3, 6, 9, 11–13]. Furthermore, cognitive

symptoms and fatigue have been shown to co-occur and may

be cumulative over time, suggesting they may share common

pathogenic mechanisms [14, 15]. Together, these findings

suggest that ‘‘chemo brain’’ is not a universal experience and

that cognitive dysfunction observed in some patients may be

improperly attributed to chemotherapy. Indeed, there may be

unexplored pre-treatment factors that increase vulnerability to

cognitive dysfunction over the course of adjuvant treatment.

Of particular interest in women with breast cancer is the

potential relationship between neurocognitive impairment

and fatigue, which is implicated in cognitive dysfunction

[16]. Notably, fatigue is the most common, distressing side

effect of cancer and its treatment [17], with a reported

prevalence of 56–95 % during and following breast cancer

treatment [18]. Both fatigue and cognitive dysfunction

have been observed as post-treatment outcomes regardless

of treatment type (surgery, chemotherapy, endocrine, and/

or radiotherapy) [19–21]. From a clinical perspective,

fatigue and cognitive symptoms can have a detrimental

effect on quality of life, disrupting vocational activities and

family, social, and interpersonal relationships. Critically,

the association of the two kinds of symptoms from pre- to

post-adjuvant treatment has not been studied, nor is it

known whether early neural vulnerability may affect fati-

gue and cognitive outcomes over time.

The current longitudinal study characterizes post-treat-

ment fatigue and cognitive dysfunction and examines

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)-based

neuromarkers in comparison groups of patients treated with

and without chemotherapy for breast cancer and healthy

controls without cancer. (Online Resource 1 provides an

fMRI overview.) We evaluated two potential neuromarkers

within the frontoparietal executive network, a brain system

subserving attention and working memory previously

implicated in studies of ‘‘chemo brain’’ [11, 22–25]. The

first was mean activation amplitude [26–28], referring to

the magnitude of fMRI activation averaged across all of the

points (voxels) within a particular brain region. The second

was spatial variance in activation, referring to the incon-

sistency of these magnitude values across all voxels within

that region. Spatial variance may reflect neural inefficiency

and can be more predictive of group differences than mean

amplitude [11, 29]. We hypothesized that factors measured

prior to treatment (including subsequent treatment type,

psychological distress, and executive network neuromar-

kers) might indicate increased risk of post-treatment fati-

gue and cognitive dysfunction.

Method

Participants

One-hundred and sixteen right-handed women were

recruited from the University of Michigan Comprehensive

Cancer Center. Exclusion criteria included secondary

diagnosis of neurological or psychiatric disorder, clinical

depression (Patient Health Questionnaire; PHQ-8 [30]),

and cognitive impairment (Mini-Mental Status Examina-

tion [31]). We enrolled two groups of patients with local-

ized (Stage 0 to IIIa) breast cancer who had completed

primary surgical treatment: (1) those who were to receive

adjuvant chemotherapy (n = 36) and (2) those who were

not (‘‘non-chemotherapy,’’ n = 41). Women in the non-

chemotherapy group were to receive radiotherapy, either to

complete breast-preserving therapy or to the chest wall

after mastectomy (Table 1). Women with negative mam-

mograms volunteered as healthy controls (n = 39). Nine

participants were excluded due to claustrophobia or

inability to lie in the scanner. Five participants did not

return for post-treatment assessment due to unstable med-

ical condition, moving to a distant location, or acquisition

of MRI contraindication. Five participants (4 control; 1

chemotherapy) completed study procedures, but were

excluded from analyses. Of these, one control and the

chemotherapy participant were excluded for pre-treatment

VWMT accuracy 3.5 standard deviations below their

respective group means, and three controls were excluded

due to technical issues in the imaging session or extraor-

dinary life stressors. The final sample included 28 che-

motherapy patients, 37 non-chemotherapy patients, and 32

healthy controls. A subset of patients (25 chemotherapy

and 25 non-chemotherapy) was included in a previous

manuscript on pre-treatment worry [32]. Participants pro-

vided informed written consent approved by the University

of Michigan Institutional Review Board.
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Materials and procedures

Participants underwent fMRI testing and completed self-

report measures at two timepoints. Pre-treatment (baseline)

measures in the patient groups were obtained on average

24–36 days after surgery, before adjuvant chemotherapy or

radiation therapy, but after receiving the diagnosis and

treatment plan. Post-treatment measures were obtained

approximately 5 months later, at least 1 month post-che-

motherapy with yoked intervals for the other groups.

Assessments included self-reported fatigue (FACIT-F

[33]), cognitive functioning (Attentional function index

Table 1 Sample characteristics

Characteristics Chemotherapy group

(n = 28)

Non-chemotherapy group

(n = 37)

Control group (n = 32)

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD No. Mean SD

Age at pre-treatment baseline, years 50 10 53 9 50 9

Education years* 15 2 15 2 17 2

MMSE 29 1 29 1 30 1

PHQ-8 4 4 4 4 3 3

Days from surgery to pre-treatment assessment* 24 9 36 17

Days from pre- to post-treatment assessment 169 41 168 35 174 41

Race

White 22 34 28

Non-white 6 3 4

Cancer stage*

0 (DCIS) 0 11 –

I 5 20 –

II 16 6 –

IIIa 7 0 –

Type of surgery*

Lumpectomy 15 35 –

Mastectomy 13 2 –

Lymph node dissection* 16 2

Received psychiatric medication

Pre-treatment 5 5 7

Post-treatment 5 7 7

Chemotherapy regimen

Doxorubicin/cyclophosphamide 1 – –

Doxorubicin/cyclophosphamide/paclitaxel 22

Docetaxel/cyclophosphamide 5 – –

Received radiotherapy (Post-treatment)* 16 37 –

Received endocrine therapy (Post-treatment)* 8 32 –

Menstrual status at baseline

Pre 14 12 10

Peri 2 5 7

Post 12 20 15

Hemoglobin (g/dl)

Pre-treatment* 12.8 0.8 13.7 0.7 13.3 0.9

Post-treatment* 12.3 1.1 13.4 0.8 13.2 0.8

One chemotherapy participant, 1 non-chemotherapy participant, and 3 control participants were missing hemoglobin values at pre-treatment

assessment. Two chemotherapy participants, 1 non-chemotherapy participant, and 2 control participants were missing hemoglobin values at post-

treatment assessment

MMSE mini-mental state exam, PHQ patient health questionnaire, DCIS ductal carcinoma in situ, g/dl grams/deciliter

* p \ 0.05 for significant between-group difference in a one-way ANOVA for continuous variables, and in a Chi-square test for categorical

variables
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[34]) and worry (TIWI [35]), and fMRI during a verbal

working memory task (VWMT; See Fig. 1). Online

Resources 2 details self-report measures.

Verbal working memory task (VWMT) [32, 36]

During fMRI scanning, participants performed 192 trials of

a VWMT in four, 48-trial runs, each about 7 min (Fig. 1).

Ten practice trials preceded scanning. Inter-trial intervals

(ITIs) ranged between 1,500 and 9,000 ms (ms). Each trial

began with a 4-letter memory set appearing on the screen

for 1,500 ms, followed by a 3,000 ms delay. Upon pre-

sentation of a probe letter (1,500 ms), participants indi-

cated whether it had appeared in the current memory set.

Half of the probes were positive, requiring a ‘‘yes’’

response, and half were negative, requiring a ‘‘no’’

response. One-fourth of the negative probes were unfa-

miliar, meaning that the probe letter had not appeared in at

least 3 trials, thus these probes were easy to reject (low

demand). Half of the negative probes were familiar,

because the probe letter appeared in the previous set,

making the probe more difficult to reject (high demand).

Another one-fourth of negative probes (on which the probe

had appeared as a positive probe in the previous trial), all

of the positive trials, and incorrect trials were modeled

separately but not analyzed.

Generation of fMRI networks of interest

The ‘‘Executive Network’’ used for fMRI analyses con-

stituted a brain system responsive to working memory

demand in this task and was defined as all voxels active

(Familiar or high demand minus Unfamiliar or low

demand) in any group at any timepoint (Fig. 2a). (Online

Resources 3 provides full details.) We extracted mean and

spatial variance (Unfamiliar and Familiar trials) across this

network for each participant at each timepoint for analysis.

We also extracted comparable values from sub-regions of

this executive network (left frontal, right frontal, anterior

cingulate, left parietal, and right parietal). To ensure our

findings were specific to the executive network, mean and

variance values were extracted from two additional net-

works: a default mode network (deactivated regions;

Fig. 2b) and a null network (all regions not included in the

executive network; Fig. 2c).

Statistical analyses

Multiple linear regression analysis was implemented in

SAS (SAS Institute, 2006) to determine predictors of three

outcome variables: post-treatment fatigue (FACIT-F),

perceived cognitive function (AFI), and VWMT error rate.

Though predictor variables were considered separately in

Fig. 1 Verbal working memory task (VWMT). This figure represents

a 2-trial series in each of three conditions (Yes, Unfamiliar, and

Familiar) of the task. In all conditions, during each trial, a 4-letter

lowercase memory set appeared on the screen (1,500 ms) followed by

a delay (3,000 ms) and a single uppercase probe letter (1,500 ms).

Participants indicated whether the single probe letter (outlined in

dashed lines here) was part of the 4-letter memory set they had just

seen (current memory set). Half of the time, the answer was ‘‘Yes’’

(e.g., ‘‘J’’ was a part of the current memory set ‘‘o z j d’’). The other

half of the time the answer was ‘‘No.’’ In the present analysis, we

included two types of ‘‘No’’ trials: (1) Unfamiliar trials—The probe

letter (A) was not present in the current memory set and had not been

present in at least the last 3 trials. (2) Familiar trials—The probe letter

had been present in the previous memory set (e.g., Though ‘‘C’’ was

not part of the current memory set ‘‘o j z d’’, it was a part of the

previous memory set ‘‘h c m k’’). Responding ‘‘No’’ to such familiar

trials is more difficult than to unfamiliar trials, because familiar trials

require knowing exactly when a specific letter was seen. Participants

were not instructed about these different types of ‘‘No’’ trials
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the model-building process, all of the independent vari-

ables were included in the final model simultaneously. The

final model included treatment group (chemotherapy, non-

chemotherapy, and healthy control) as the only categorical

variable. The other independent variables were continuous:

(1) pre-treatment measures of FACIT-F, AFI, and VWMT

error rate; (2) pre- and post-treatment spatial variance in

the executive network; (3) pre-and post-treatment spatial

mean in the executive network; (4) age given known

associations with cognitive functioning; (5) pre- and post-

treatment hemoglobin to account for possible differential

effects of surgery and illness severity; and (6) pre- and

post-treatment self-reported worry based on previous

findings implicating pre-treatment worry in co-occurring

cognitive dysfunction [32]. There were no group differ-

ences in outcome variables by education, thus it was

excluded.

Additional descriptive analyses included between-group

and within-group comparisons between timepoints, using

t tests and analysis of variance (ANOVA), and Pearson

correlation.

Results

Demographic results

Table 1 lists demographic and clinical characteristics. Par-

ticipants were on average middle aged, relatively well edu-

cated, and white. Whereas groups did not differ in age or

menopausal status, healthy controls had higher average

education (M = 17 years) than patients (M = 15 years).

Groups did not differ on MMSE (p = 0.52) and PHQ8 scores

(p = 0.53), indicating intact cognitive function and no sig-

nificant depressive symptomatology, respectively. As

expected given typical treatment approaches, more chemo-

therapy patients than non-chemotherapy patients were

diagnosed with higher stage disease (II or IIIa) and treated

with mastectomy. The chemotherapy group received three

standard drug regimens with 79 % receiving a combination

of doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide, and paclitaxel over a

four-month interval. Baseline hemoglobin (Hb) differed

(p \ 0.001), with the pre-chemotherapy group having lower

levels than the non-chemotherapy (p \ 0.001) and healthy

control (p = 0.11) groups. Also, across combined patient

groups, baseline hemoglobin levels were lower in patients

with higher disease stage (II & IIIa vs. 0 & I; Hb

g/dl M ? SD: 13.0 ? 0.8 vs. 13.58 ? 0.86, p = 0.02), and

in those who underwent mastectomy (vs. breast conserva-

tion; Hb g/dl M ? SD: 12.78 ? 0.79 vs. 13.51 ? 0.85,

p = 0.004).

Pre-treatment indicators of vulnerability

Patients awaiting adjuvant chemotherapy showed indica-

tions of compromised neurocognitive function even before

adjuvant treatment. One-way ANOVAs comparing all three

groups revealed no significant main effects of group on

VWMT error rate (p = 0.08), fatigue (p = 0.11), or spatial

variance (p = 0.66). T test comparisons between specific

groups, however, revealed differences. Compared to con-

trols, pre-chemotherapy patients showed a trend toward

more errors on the VWMT prior to adjuvant treatment

(p = 0.06; Fig. 3a; Online Resources 4). Baseline fatigue

was also greater for pre-chemotherapy patients than for

controls (p = 0.04), but not non-chemotherapy patients

Fig. 2 Generation of fMRI networks of interest. a Executive net-

work. The brain areas shown in green are composed of voxels that

were significantly active (familiar minus unfamiliar) for any group at

each time point (see Online Resources 3 for generation of executive

network map). This executive network supports the executive

processes required to perform the Verbal Working Memory Task.

Mean and spatial variance measures were calculated across this

network for all reported analyses. The executive network covers parts

of bilateral inferior and middle frontal gyri, anterior cingulate cortex,

and bilateral intraparietal sulcus. b Default Mode Network. This

network is known to be more active during periods of rest than during

externally directed tasks. Suppression of this network is often

required to successfully perform cognitively challenging tasks with

greater suppression required for more demanding task conditions. The

brain regions shown in pink represent the default mode network

across all groups at all timepoints (defined as unfamiliar minus

familiar) and cover parts of posterior cingulate/precuneus and

superior frontal gyrus. c Null network. The brain regions shown in

pink are all of the fMRI voxels that were not included in the executive

network coverage a but were included in functional slice coverage
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(p = 0.12; Fig. 3b); nevertheless, 32 % of women awaiting

chemotherapy reported clinically significant fatigue [37]

compared with less than 15 % in the other groups

(p = 0.10). Fatigue and hemoglobin were correlated at

baseline (r = 0.25, p = 0.02). Spatial variance across the

executive network was greater in pre-chemotherapy patients

than in non-chemotherapy patients (p = 0.05; Fig. 3c;

Online Resources 4), whereas mean activation within this

network did not differ across groups (p = 0.45).

Post-treatment impairment

Women who had received chemotherapy reported greater

fatigue and displayed worse objectively measured cognitive

functioning than women in the other two groups. Repeated

measures ANOVA on fatigue across pre- and post-treatment

assessments showed main group (p = 0.004) and time

(p = 0.01) effects but no group by time interaction

(p = 0.48). A three-group, one-way ANOVA showed a post-

treatment group difference (p = 0.004), with the chemo-

therapy group reporting higher levels of post-treatment

fatigue than both the non-chemotherapy (p = 0.001) and

control (p = 0.009) groups. Only the chemotherapy group

showed a significant increase in fatigue from pre- to post-

treatment (p = 0.03; Fig. 3b). Fifty-two percent of chemo-

therapy patients reported clinically significant levels of

fatigue following treatment compared with less than 20 % in

the other groups (p = 0.005).

Notably, there was no group by time interaction for

VWMT (p = 0.55) as mean error rate was higher in the

chemotherapy group both pre- and post-treatment. One-

way ANOVAs comparing the three groups post-treatment

revealed no significant difference in error rate (p = 0.24);

however, women who received chemotherapy made more

post-treatment errors on the VWMT than women in the

other two groups combined (p = 0.05; Fig. 3a; Online

Resources 4). Although the chemotherapy group reported

increased cognitive complaints (AFI) between pre-and

Fig. 3 Group differences

before and after treatment.

a Overall error rate on the

Verbal Working Memory Task

by group at pre-treatment and

post-treatment assessments.

b Self-reported fatigue by group

at pre-treatment and post-

treatment assessments.

c Executive network (EN)

spatial variance by group at pre-

treatment and post-treatment

assessments. d Attentional

function index (AFI) scores by

group at pre-treatment and post-

treatment assessments
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post-treatment assessments (p = 0.01), there was no group

by time interaction (p = 0.84) or main effect of group on

post-treatment cognitive complaints (p = 0.37; Fig. 3d).

Importantly, differences specific to chemotherapy in both

objective and subjective measures of cognitive function

were modest, apparent only in comparisons between spe-

cific groups, suggesting a potential role for other indicators

of vulnerability to post-treatment cognitive dysfunction.

Spatial variance in executive network activation

predicts post-treatment fatigue and cognitive

dysfunction

Previously described multiple linear regression models

were employed to investigate which pre-treatment factors

might predict post-treatment fatigue and cognitive dys-

function, thereby serving as potential markers of vulnera-

bility to adverse psychological outcomes. Importantly,

greater pre-treatment spatial variance in activation of the

executive network, but not treatment with chemotherapy

per se, was predictive of worse complaints about fatigue

and cognitive function following treatment.

Predicting post-treatment fatigue

In the model predicting post-treatment fatigue (Table 2),

higher pre-treatment fatigue was a strong predictor of

higher post-treatment fatigue (p \ 0.0001). Greater spatial

variance within the executive network prior to treatment

was also a significant predictor of greater post-treatment

fatigue (p = 0.002). Less post-treatment spatial variance

was significantly associated with greater fatigue

(p = 0.04); however, a Pearson correlation between post-

treatment variance and post-treatment fatigue did not

indicate this negative relationship (p = 0.57), suggesting

the apparent negative relationship may be due to control-

ling other factors in the model. Importantly, a three-group

(chemotherapy, non-chemotherapy, and control) contrast

within this model did not predict post-treatment fatigue

(p = 0.21). Thus, greater pre-treatment fatigue and spatial

variance in the executive network are more indicative of

risk for post-treatment fatigue than is treatment group.

To test the specificity of spatial variance within the

executive network as a predictor of post-treatment fatigue,

parallel multiple linear regression models were run with

pre- and post-treatment mean activation and spatial vari-

ance calculated for (1) individual clusters within the

executive network (anterior cingulate, left frontal, right

frontal, left parietal, and right parietal), (2) a default mode

network, and (3) a null network excluding the executive

network clusters (See Online Resources 5 for descriptive

statistics). Pre-treatment spatial variance, but not mean

activation, was significantly associated with post-treatment

fatigue for all executive network regions except the right

parietal cluster (Online Resources 6). By contrast, post-

treatment fatigue was not predicted by spatial variance in

pre-treatment activation in the default mode or null net-

works (Online Resources 7). Together, these results sug-

gest that spatial variance specifically in the executive

network, signifying compromised function under working

memory load, may be a neuromarker indicating greater

vulnerability to fatigue following treatment.

Predicting cognitive complaints

In the model predicting cognitive complaints (AFI;

Table 3), worse pre-treatment cognitive complaints

(p \ 0.0001) and higher pre-treatment spatial variance in

the executive network (p \ 0.04) predicted worse post-

treatment subjective cognitive functioning. No other fac-

tors, including treatment group (p = 0.66), were signifi-

cantly associated with post-treatment subjective cognitive

functioning. Interestingly, including post-treatment fatigue

in this model eliminated the association between pre-

treatment variance and post-treatment cognitive complaints

(Online Resources 8). These results suggest that similar

mechanisms may underlie negative post-treatment out-

comes in both fatigue and cognitive complaints.

Table 2 Multiple linear regression models predicting post-treatment

fatigue

Independent variable Parameter

estimate

Standard

error

P

Chemotherapy versus non-

chemotherapy

3.78 2.30 0.11

Healthy control versus non-

chemotherapy

0.13 2.01 0.95

Age 0.14 0.10 0.14

Pre-treatment hemoglobin 1.33 1.24 0.29

Post-treatment hemoglobin -2.23 1.17 0.06

Pre-treatment fatigue 0.48 0.11 \0001*

Pre-treatment worry -1.67 1.49 0.27

Post-treatment worry 2.49 1.31 0.06

Pre-treatment EN mean 0.008 0.33 0.98

Post-treatment EN mean 0.24 0.32 0.47

Pre-treatment EN spatial

variance

0.15 0.05 0.002*

Post-treatment EN spatial

variance

-0.13 0.06 0.04*

Model F value = 6.38 (p \ 0.0001); R-Square = 0.50

EN executive network

* p \ 0.05
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Predicting objective performance on the VWMT

Unlike with fatigue and cognitive complaints, spatial var-

iance in the executive network was not a good indicator of

post-treatment objective cognitive performance (Table 3).

Only pre-treatment error rate was a significant predictor

(p \ 0.0001) of post-treatment error rate. Inclusion of pre-

and post-treatment fatigue in this model did not signifi-

cantly change these relationships (Online Resources 8).

These results suggest a distinction between subjective

reports of fatigue and cognitive functioning in daily life

and objective measures of cognitive functioning. Our cur-

rent cognitive testing conditions may not be as sensitive to

decline as self-assessed performance on daily activities,

though both rely on similar underlying neural resources.

Other influences on spatial variance

Though spatial variance has previously been associated

with poor function [29], we also considered other salient

factors that might influence spatial variance including

inability to perform the task and non-neural sources (e.g.,

scanner signal noise and motion). In particular, task error

rate was not correlated with spatial variance either pre-

(r = 0.00, p = 0.99) or post-treatment (r = 0.03,

p = 0.75). Also in the null network (areas of the brain

outside the executive network) which would be susceptible

to the same non-neural noise, spatial variance was not

predictive of fatigue or cognitive complaints (Online

Resources 7 and 9), and motion (maximum total dis-

placement) was equally correlated with spatial variance in

both the null (r = 0.20, p = 0.05) and executive (r = 0.19,

p = 0.05) networks. Thus, these data argued against these

influences driving the relationships between spatial vari-

ance and fatigue and cognitive complaints.

Discussion

This prospective study examined potential contributions of

adjuvant chemotherapy, neural functioning, and psycho-

logical distress to negative outcomes of fatigue and cog-

nitive dysfunction in women treated for breast cancer. Like

other investigators, we found that women treated with

chemotherapy reported greater fatigue after treatment than

did other women [17–19, 21]. However, women treated

with chemotherapy also showed greater pre-treatment

fatigue than controls and greater executive network vari-

ance than women treated without chemotherapy. One

might expect that chemotherapy and non-chemotherapy

groups would be equivalent in executive network function

prior to adjuvant treatment; however, we have previously

reported differences between these groups, related to psy-

chological distress following diagnosis [32]. Notably, our

findings indicate that pre-treatment spatial variance of

executive network fMRI activity was a better indicator of

both fatigue and cognitive complaint outcomes than treat-

ment type per se. This suggests that these symptoms may

share similar underlying mechanisms, not limited to che-

motherapy, and that pre-treatment spatial variance may be

an early indicator, or neuromarker, of alterations in

important underlying systems.

Table 3 Multiple linear

regression models predicting

post-treatment cognitive

functioning

AFI Model F value = 6.16

(p \ 0.0001), R-Square = 0.49.

VWMT error rate model

F value = 3.03 (p = 0.002),

R-Square = 0.32

EN executive network

* p \ 0.05

Independent variable Post-treatment AFI Post-treatment VWMT error rate

Parameter

estimate

Standard

error

P Parameter

estimate

Standard

error

P

Pre-treatment AFI 0.66 0.11 \0.0001*

Pre-treatment VWMT error rate 0.44 0.10 \0.0001*

Chemotherapy versus non-

chemotherapy

-0.38 0.43 0.38 0.03 0.02 0.07

Healthy control versus non-

chemotherapy

-0.06 0.37 0.87 0.005 0.01 0.69

Age 0.02 0.02 0.20 0.001 0.001 0.24

Pre-treatment Hemoglobin 0.16 0.23 0.49 0.006 0.008 0.51

Post-treatment Hemoglobin -0.15 0.22 0.49 -0.01 0.008 0.12

Pre-treatment worry 0.29 0.28 0.30 0.002 0.01 0.85

Post-treatment worry -0.31 0.24 0.20 -0.007 0.009 0.41

Pre-treatment EN mean -0.04 0.06 0.48 0.002 0.002 0.31

Post-treatment EN network mean -0.03 0.06 0.67 0.002 0.002 0.46

Pre-treatment EN spatial variance -0.02 0.008 0.04* \0.0001 \0.0001 0.77

Post-treatment EN spatial variance 0.02 0.01 0.12 \0.0001 \0.0001 0.41
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Variability in neural activation has previously been

associated with neurocognitive alterations across a range of

subject groups (depression [29], ADHD [38], aging [39],

self-control [40]); however, increased variance is not

always linked to worse performance. In the present sample,

increased variance in the executive network was related to

worse post-treatment fatigue and cognitive complaints,

arguing that spatial variance in the executive network

during the VWMT indicates neural inefficiency that is

more likely to lead to future problems. Though the present

study does not test a mechanistic hypothesis, pre-treatment

neural inefficiency could make everyday cognitive

demands more effortful, leading to a feedback loop,

whereby effortful cognitive tasks evoke greater fatigue

leading to less effective cognitive task performance. Neural

inefficiency in this population may be associated with

psychological distress of diagnosis or may be a down-

stream consequence of cancer-related processes and pri-

mary treatment (e.g., pro-inflammatory cytokine immune

response to cancer) [15]. We did not find that worry, an

important indicator of pre-treatment function in our pre-

vious work, was a significant predictor of post-treatment

cognitive complaints, but this may be due to inclusion of

controls (in addition to patients) or the measure used

(general worry rather than combined general and cancer-

specific worry). We cannot rule out the effects of immune

or other biological characteristics not measured here and

believe such factors deserve further investigation. How-

ever, hemoglobin, an indicator of extent of surgery, treat-

ment, and oxygenation, was only marginally significant as

a contributor to post-treatment fatigue and was not asso-

ciated with cognitive complaints or objective performance.

This study is the first to examine spatial variance in the

frontoparietal executive network as a potential neuromar-

ker and to demonstrate its predictive relationship to post-

treatment complaints of cognitive dysfunction and fatigue

in women with breast cancer. Previous work has focused

on voxelwise analysis across the whole brain, which is

influenced by both the mean signal within a voxel and the

consistency of this signal across voxels to meet cluster/

extent thresholds. The present results indicate the impor-

tance of explicitly examining spatial variance across the

executive network to detect early cognitive problems and

extend other evidence for altered frontoparietal activation

in women with breast cancer. Ferguson and colleagues [22]

demonstrated a broader extent of activation post-chemo-

therapy in a similar network, along with more cognitive

complaints in a breast cancer patient compared to her twin

without breast cancer. de Ruiter and colleagues showed

reduced prefrontal and parietal activity in survivors

10 years post-chemotherapy and stem cell transplantation

than in survivors treated without chemotherapy [23].

Similarly, Deprez and colleagues showed decreased fron-

toparietal activation during multitasking in women recently

post-chemotherapy compared to non-chemotherapy

patients and healthy controls and a significant relationship

between decreased frontoparietal activation and increased

cognitive complaints [41]. Kesler and colleagues showed

that patients treated with and without chemotherapy failed

to recruit left frontal regions during a memory task [24].

We have previously shown that women awaiting chemo-

therapy showed compensatory recruitment of frontal

executive regions during a VWMT [11]. However,

McDonald’s group reported significant bilateral frontal

activation supporting working memory prior to treatment

followed by a decrease in activation one-month post-che-

motherapy [25]. These wide-ranging findings are complex,

likely due to variations in tasks, imaging contrasts, and

patient groups, but point to a consistent interpretation,

namely that the frontoparietal executive network, sub-

serving attention and memory, is affected in women with

breast cancer. Signs of compromise within this network are

related to common patient complaints.

While one of the largest fMRI studies to examine cog-

nitive dysfunction in breast cancer patients, our small

sample size and correlations between some of the predictor

variables prevent making strong claims about null results.

Clearly, pre-treatment executive network inefficiency sig-

nals a trajectory of cumulative fatigue and cognitive

complaints over time, and is a stronger predictor of post-

treatment cognitive complaints and fatigue than is treat-

ment with chemotherapy per se in this sample. Future

research incorporating larger samples, a wider range of

disease stages and additional biological covariates (e.g.,

cytokines), is likely to confirm other important contributing

factors. Indeed, accumulating evidence suggests that cog-

nitive problems post-treatment are likely multivariate in

nature, influenced by interacting biological and psycho-

logical mechanisms related to diagnosis, treatment, and

response to illness. Many of the biological mechanisms

affecting post-treatment outcomes are currently beyond our

control even with pharmaceutical intervention. However,

early assessment and interventions to reduce fatigue and

improve working memory efficiency prior to treatment are

practicable and could ameliorate the severity of fatigue and

cognitive complaints following treatment.
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